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Tsauri 
Decorative Prints, Weaves & Embroideries

Weaving together Black Edition’s distinctive character and a creative approach 
to modern elegance, the Tsauri collection exudes an air of exclusivity and artistic 

innovation, whilst providing a new perspective on contemporary opulence. 

A canvas for creativity, where abstract forms, bold, painterly brushstrokes, and 
imaginative designs come to life. The Tsauri collection saw the Black Edition designers 

immerse themselves in abstract art, the dynamic energy of music, and the unique 
elements of the natural world, drawing inspiration from intricate sculptures and the 

synergy between artistic creation and the organic beauty of the environment. 

The result is a collection that captures the essence of the unexpected and brings 
it into the realm of design through sophisticated jacquards, striking velvets, 

characterful prints, innovative embroideries, and enchanting sheers.
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About Black Edition
Exclusive, luxurious, prestigious; Black Edition has made 
its mark on the interiors market as a forward thinking, 
avantgarde design house of fabrics, wallcoverings, and 
accessories. Experimental with qualities, techniques, and 
design in a considered, individual way, Black Edition 
creates haute couture collections for the interiors industry.

Black Edition is part of The Romo Group, a family 
run business in its fifth generation. The range is 
available worldwide through an extensive network 
of selected interior designers and retail outlets.

Please contact us for price information, samples and 
images, we are also happy to arrange interviews and 
offer expert commentary from our designers.
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